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BRANDING ARCHETYPES SUMMARY 

 
1. THE INNOCENT  
Core desire: to retain or renew faith; to 
experience paradise 
Goal: to be happy 
Fear: doing something wrong or bad that will 
provoke punishment 
Strategy: do things right 
Gift: faith and optimism 
The Call: desire for purity, goodness, 
simplicity 
Good for brands that: provide simple answer 
to identifiable problem, are associated with 
goodness and morality, are priced moderate 
to low, company has straight-arrow core 
values 
Example: Ivory soap 
Customer fear: entrapment, selling out, 
emptiness 

2. THE REGULAR GUY/GAL  
Core desire: be ok just as they are; 
connection with others 
Goal: to belong, fit in 
Fear: standing out, seeming to put on airs, 
and being exiled or rejected as a result 
Strategy: develop ordinary solid virtues, the 
common touch, blend in 
Trap:  give up self to blend in, in exchange 
for only a superficial connection 
Gift: realism, empathy, lack of pretense 
The Call: loneliness, alienation 
Good for brands that: help people belong or 
feel they belong; are commonly used in 
everyday life; are priced moderate to low; 
are sold by a company with a down-home 
organizational structure 
Example: Wendy’s 
Customer fear: exile, orphaning, 
abandonment, engulfment 

3. THE EXPLORER  
Core desire: to maintain independence; 
freedom to find out who you are through 
exploring the world 
Goal: to experience a better, more 
authentic, more fulfilling life 
Fear: getting trapped, conforming, inner 
emptiness, nonbeing 
Strategy: journey, seek out and experience 
new things, escape from entrapment and 
boredom 
Trap: aimless wandering, becoming a misfit 
Gift: autonomy, ambition, ability to be true 
to one’s own soul 
The Call: alienation, dissatisfaction, 
restlessness, yeaning, boredom 
Good for brands if:  product helps people 
feel free, is nonconformist, or is pioneering; 
is rugged and sturdy; can be purchased form 
an alternative source (e.g. internet), helps 
people express individuality 
Example: Levi’s 

4. THE LOVER  
Core desire: to find and give love; attain 
intimacy and experience 
Goal: being in a relationship with the people, 
the work, the experiences, the surroundings 
they love 
Fear: being alone, a wall-flower, unwanted, 
unloved 
Strategy: become more and more attractive 
– physically, emotionally and in every other 
way 
Trap: doing anything and everything to 
attract and please others, losing identity 
Gift: passion, gratitude, appreciation, 
commitment 
The Call: infatuation, seduction, falling in 
love (with a person, an idea, a cause, work, 
a product)  
Good for brands that: help people find love 
or friendship; foster beauty, communication 
or closeness between people or is associated 
with sexuality or romance; are priced 
moderate to high; are produced or sold by a 
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Customer fear: entrapment, selling out, 
emptiness 
 

company with an intimate, elegant 
organizational structure (vs. hierarchy) 
Example: Hallmark 
Customer fear: exile, orphaning, 
abandonment, engulfment 

5. THE SAGE  
Core desire: to understand their world; 
discovering the truth 
Goal: to use intelligence and analysis to 
understand the world 
Fear: being duped, misled; ignorance 
Strategy: seek out information and 
knowledge; become self-reflective and 
understand thinking processes 
Trap: can study issues forever and never act 
Gift: wisdom and intelligence 
The Call: confusion, doubt, deep desire to 
find the truth 
Good for brands that: provide expertise or 
information; encourage customers to think; 
is based on a new scientific breakthrough; is 
supported by hard data 
Example: Oprah’s Book Club 
Customer fear: entrapment, selling out, 
emptiness 

6. THE JESTER  
Core desire: have a good time; to live in the 
moment with full enjoyment 
Goal: to have a great time and lighten up the 
world 
Fear: boredom or being boring 
Strategy: play, make jokes, be funny 
Trap:  frittering away one’s life 
Gift: joy 
The Call: ennui, boredom 
Good for brands that: help people belong or 
feel that they belong; help people have a 
good time; are priced moderate to low; are 
produced or sold by a company with a fun-
loving, freewheeling organizational culture 
Example: Miller Lite 
Customer fear: exile, orphaning, 
abandonment, engulfment 
 

7. THE HERO  
Core desire: to act courageously; prove 
one’s worth through courageous and difficult 
action 
Goal: to exert mastery in a way that 
improves the world 
Fear: weakness, vulnerability, “wimping 
out” 
Strategy: become as strong, competent and 
powerful as you are capable of being 
Trap: arrogance, developing a need for there 
always to be an enemy 
Gift: competence and courage 
The Call: the bully kicks sand in your face or 
someone tries to intimidate or abuse you; a 
challenge beckons; someone needs you to 
help defend him or her  
Good for brands if: you have an invention or 
innovation that will have a major impact on 
the world; your product helps people 
perform at their upper limit; you are 
addressing a major social problem and 
inviting others in; you are the underdog; you 
do a tough job efficiently and well 
Example: Nike 
Customer fear: ineffectuality, impotence, 
powerlessness 

8. THE CAREGIVER  
Core desire: care for others; protect people 
from harm 
Goal: to help others 
Fear: selfishness, ingratitude 
Strategy: do things for others 
Trap: martyrdom of self, entrapment of 
others 
Gift: compassion, generosity 
The Call: seeing someone in need 
Good for brands that: customer service is 
the competitive advantage; provide support 
to families or are associated with 
nurturance; are services in health care, 
education or other caregiving fields; help 
people stay connected with and care about 
one another or help people care for 
themselves 
Example: AT&T (Ma Bell) 
Customer fear: financial ruin, ill health, 
uncontrolled chaos 
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9. THE OUTLAW   
Core desire: to break the rules; revenge or 
revolution 
Goal: to destroy what is not working (for the 
Outlaw or the society) 
Fear: being powerless, trivialized, 
inconsequential 
Strategy: disrupt, destroy or shock 
Trap: to go over to the dark side, criminality 
Gift: outrageousness, radical freedom 
The Call: desire for purity, goodness, 
simplicity 
Good for brands if:  customers and staff feel 
disaffiliated from society or identify with 
values at odds with those of society at large; 
your product’s function is to destroy 
something; your product is not very good for 
people (thumbing your nose at society’s 
ideas), or your product helps retain values 
threatened by prevailing ones 
Example: Harley-Davidson 
Customer fear: ineffectuality, impotence, 
powerlessness 
 

10. THE CREATOR  
Core desire: craft something new; create 
something of enduring value 
Goal: to give form to a vision 
Fear: having a mediocre vision or execution 
Strategy: develop artistic control and skill 
Task:  create culture, express own vision 
Trap: perfectionism, miscreation 
Gift: creativity and imagination 
The Call: daydreams, fantasies, flashes of 
inspiration  
Good for brands that: encourage self-
expression, provide customer with choices 
and options, help foster innovation or are 
artistic in design; are in a creative field 
(marketing, PR, arts, etc.); when a do-it-
yourself element saves the customer money; 
customers have enough discretionary time for 
creativity to flourish 
Example: Williams Sonoma 
Customer fear: financial ruin, ill health, 
uncontrolled chaos 
 

11. THE MAGICIAN 
Core desire: to affect transformation; 
knowledge of the fundamental laws of how 
the world or universe works 
Goal: to make dreams come true 
Fear: unanticipated negative consequences 
Strategy: develop vision and live it 
Trap:  becoming manipulative 
Gift: finding win-win outcomes 
The Call: hunches, extrasensory or 
synchronistic experiences 
Good for brands that: are transformative, 
implicitly promise to transform the customer, 
appeal to New Age consumers or cultural 
creatives, help to expand or extend 
consciousness, are a user-friendly 
technology, have a spiritual or psychological 
component, are new and contemporary, and 
medium to high priced 
Example: Calgon, Chanel 
Customer fear: ineffectuality, impotence, 
powerlessness 
 

12. THE RULER  
Core desire: exert control 
Goal: to create a prosperous, successful 
family, company or community 
Fear: chaos, being overthrown 
Strategy: exert leadership 
Trap: being bossy, authoritarian 
Gift: responsibility, leadership 
The Call: lack of resources, order or harmony 
Good for brands that: provide a high-status 
product used by powerful people to enhance 
their power; help people be more organized; 
offer a lifetime guarantee; offer technical 
assistance or information that helps maintain 
or enhance power; are in a regulatory or 
protective function; are priced moderate to 
high; are in a relatively stable field or promise 
safety and predictability in a chaotic world 
Example: American Express 
Customer fear: financial ruin, ill health, 
uncontrolled chaos 
 

 
Source: The Hero and the Outlaw – Building Extraordinary Brands Through the Power of Archetypes by 
Margaret Mark and Carol S. Pearson (McGraw-Hill 2001) 

 


